Journalist Dan De Quille published an article about some unusual stones discovered in Nevada. Whenever separated from each other, the stones - William Wright, aka Dan De Quille - Nevada Press Association Amazon.in: Dan De Quille: Books

On 19 May 1874, writing from Virginia City, Nevada, Wright enclosed this envelope and its contents in a letter to his sister in Cedar Falls, Iowa, Lou Wright. The Big Bonanza by Dan De Quille - Peruse Press Sep 24, 2015.

Dan De Quille's employment at the Territorial Enterprise in Virginia City for 31 years during the later half of the 19th century made him the most prolific writer of the Comstock silver lode & mines, Nevada and the great basin region: lake Tahoe and the high Sierras. 1 January 1889. by Dan De Quille. Currently available on Amazon.com: Dan De Quille Barnes & Noble Sep 28, 2015.

Before the Big Bonanza: Dan De Quille's Early Comstock Accounts. Edited by Donnelyn Curtis and Lawrence I. Berkove. University of Missouri Journalist Dan De Quille pen name for William Wright came to the west coast of the United States from Iowa and Ohio in 1859. Between the years 1859-1862, Before the Big Bonanza: Dan De Quille's Early Comstock Accounts of the Stanislaus. Aug 1990.

by Dan De Quille and Lawrence I. Berkove $5.89 used & new 15 offers - See search results for author Dan De Quille in Books. Dan De Quille, Comstock Reporter and Humorist. RICHARD G. LILLARD. FOR FORTY YEARS William Wright, who wrote under the name Dan De Quille, Dan DeQuille - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Before the Big Bonanza: Dan De Quilles Early Comstock Accounts, ed. Donnelyn Curtis and Lawrence I. Berkove. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2015. Guide to the Dan De Quille Papers, ca. 1860-1914 The Big Bonanza by Dan De Quille. Early Nevada history, introduction and prologue by Mark Twain, many historic photos by Carleton Watkins and others. ?Twain in His Own Time: A Biographical Chronicle of His Life, Drawn. - Google Books Result Amazon.com: Dan De Quille: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks Wright had been experimenting with various pen names, but when he hit upon Dan De Quille, it stuck, and soon all but replaced his true name. De Quille quickly became the most popular writer of the Comstock silver lode & mines, Nevada and the great basin region: lake Tahoe and the high Sierras. William Wright 1829-1898, better known by the pen name Dan DeQuille or Dan De Quille, was an American author, journalist, and humorist. He was best known for his humorous stories and his contributions to The Comstock Lode and the Territorial Enterprise. Dan De Quille in 1864 - Writing for the Enterprise.